KCKK  LITTLETON, CO  BMML-20080717AQB  1510 kHz

Facility ID: 52249
Application ID: 1283677
CDBS Antenna System ID: 105685

Power: 25.0 kW
Graph Maximum: 5000 mV/m

Theoretical pattern RMS: 420.29
Standard pattern RMS: 492.23
Augmented pattern RMS: 1492.40

The theoretical pattern is used to create the standard pattern. Augmentations (if any) expand the standard pattern in specified directions. See Sections 73.150 and 73.152 of the FCC's Rules.

AM coverage may not mirror the pattern shown here. Additional factors such as ground conductivity or skywave propagation affect how far the AM signal will travel.

Patterns for stations outside the USA are based on notified parameters.

AM directional patterns created before 1982 used units of 1 mV/m at 1 mile, not one kilometer. The pattern values on such plots at 1 mile will be 0.62137 of the values listed here. Measured pattern values may vary from values shown here.

Plot is best printed on 11” by 17” or larger paper.
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